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Freeland unravels in 4th, bullpen touched in loss 
Thin lineup quiet again; CarGo strains right hamstring in fifth 
 
Thomas Harding / MLB.com | Apr 18, 2018 

 
PITTSBURGH -- Rockies left-hander Kyle Freeland demonstrated Wednesday afternoon why two-out walks can get you 

into trouble. 

Freeland had a one-run lead in the fourth inning when he missed on a full-count fastball to David Freese. Then Sean 

Rodriguez homered, and five batters later, Freeland was gone from the eventual 10-2 loss to the Pirates at PNC Park. 

"I didn't feel like it was getting away from me at that point; it just felt like I was giving away a free base after I got two quick 

outs," Freeland said. "It ended up coming back and biting me… 

"A two-out walk right there leads to a two-run home run." 

Interestingly, Freeland's outing had survived one two-out walk to Rodriguez in the second. A single followed, but Freeland 

escaped trouble by forcing a Max Moroff fly ball. 

But after the fateful walk in the fourth, not only did Rodriguez homer, but Moroff made the most of another chance with an 

RBI double to score Elias Diaz, who had singled. Singles to open the fifth by Adam Frazierand Jordy Mercer ended 

Freeland's day. Freeland allowed five runs on six hits and two walks in four innings. 

Freeland (0-3) is capable of buzz-sawing a lineup. But on other occasions, his efficiency is lacking. On Wednesday, he 

threw 91 pitches (56 strikes) and recorded just 12 outs and faced 20 batters. In his four starts, Freeland has walked five 

with two out. Those have led to four runs, including the three that scored behind the walk to Freese on Wednesday. 

MEDIA CLIPS – April 19, 2018 

http://m.mlb.com/player/607536/kyle-freeland
http://m.mlb.com/player/501896/david-freese
http://m.mlb.com/player/446481/sean-rodriguez
http://m.mlb.com/player/446481/sean-rodriguez
http://m.mlb.com/player/621559/max-moroff
http://m.mlb.com/player/553869/elias-diaz
http://m.mlb.com/player/624428/adam-frazier
http://m.mlb.com/player/474568/jordy-mercer
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"It's a lesson that he's learning as we go, that the pitch efficiency factor is important," Rockies manager Bud Black said. 

"Throw your strikes, get ahead, put them away, keep pounding the strike zone. Kyle will learn this." 

The game completed the five-game suspension of star third baseman Nolan Arenado for his role in last Wednesday's 

fight against the Padres. The Rockies won three -- mainly because the pitching helped a lineup that has generally been 

inconsistent. But that didn't happen Wednesday. 

Chris Iannetta delivered his second homer of the season, a solo shot to dead center in the third off Pirates starter Chad 

Kuhl (2-1). But Kuhl controlled the Rockies for six innings with four strikeouts. Kuhl gave up six hits, three walks and a hit 

batter, but Colorado could not take advantage. 

, 2018 

The Rockies return to Coors Field on Friday against the Cubs having won six of their past eight games -- going 5-2 on a 

road trip that saw rain in Washington and snowy conditions the first two nights in Pittsburgh. 

"It was a good road trip through some harsh conditions, and our guys really showed some grit and really pulled out some 

great wins," Black said. 

But the lineup could be facing more questions. 

Right fielder Carlos Gonzalez made a diving five-star catch (according to Statcast™) on fourth-inning leadoff 

hitter Starling Marte's liner, but he was replaced by Gerardo Parra after straining his right hamstring. 

Parra -- who doubled in the eighth after replacing Gonzalez -- is appealing a four-game suspension stemming from the 

same altercation that led to Arenado's suspension. Parra's ban could begin as early as Friday. 

SOUND SMART 

The Rockies have an 11-9 record despite batting .214 and fashioning a .285 on-base percentage -- both National League 

lows. 

UP NEXT 

The last two starts -- losses to the Padres and Nationals -- have been frustrating for Rockies righty Jon Gray (1-3, 6.23 

http://m.mlb.com/player/571448/nolan-arenado
http://m.mlb.com/player/455104/chris-iannetta
http://m.mlb.com/player/641771/chad-kuhl
http://m.mlb.com/player/641771/chad-kuhl
http://m.mlb.com/player/471865/carlos-gonzalez
https://www.mlb.com/rockies/news/carlos-gonzalez-notches-another-5-star-grab/c-272762230
http://m.mlb.com/video/topic/73955164
http://m.mlb.com/player/516782/starling-marte
http://m.mlb.com/player/467827/gerardo-parra
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ERA), who will open a three-game set at Coors Field against the Cubs and righty Kyle Hendricks (0-1, 3.71) on Friday at 

6:40 p.m. MT. Colorado's outfield may look different with CarGo in limbo with a strained hamstring and Parra's pending 

suspension still unresolved. 
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CarGo makes five-star catch, but strains hammy 
Outfielder's status uncertain for six-game homestand 
 
Thomas Harding / MLB.com | Apr 18, 2018 

 

PITTSBURGH -- Rockies right fielder Carlos Gonzalez seems to be making five-star catches a common occurrence. 

He had another in Wednesday afternoon's 10-2 loss to the Pirates at PNC Park. But Gonzalez paid for this one with a 

lower right hamstring strain that threatens his availability in the immediate future. 

Gonzalez made his second five-star catch of this season -- 0-25 percent catch probability, according to Statcast™ -- 

when he dove to rob Starling Marte for the first out of the fourth inning and finished the frame. 

View Full Game Coverage 

But Gerardo Parra batted for Gonzalez in the top of the fifth. CarGo, who has five five-star catches since Statcast™ 

began tracking catch probability in 2016, acknowledged afterward that it may be difficult to be in the lineup on Friday when 

the Rockies meet the Cubs at Coors Field to begin a three-game series and a six-game homestand. 

"I want to be, but I don't now if I'm going to," Gonzalez said. "If you ask me how I feel today if I can play, of course I'm 

going to say no. But it's one of those things that you want to see progression. If I feel good enough to play baseball, I'll be 

in there." 

The potential for Gonzalez to miss time adds to the uncertainty in the outfield. Parra has been appealing a four-game 

suspension for his role in an on-field fight during a game against the Padres last Wednesday. Third baseman Nolan 

Arenado will be back Friday from his suspension for the same fight, so it's expected that Parra will begin whatever 

suspension he faces on Friday. 

With backup outfielder Mike Tauchman batting .050 (1-for-20), the Rockies may look for a little more pop in the starting 

lineup. At Triple-A Albuquerque, left-handed-hitting Raimel Tapia, who has seen big-league time the past two seasons, is 

hitting .235, but he is tied for the team lead with four home runs; right-handed-hitting Noel Cuevas is batting .353 with two 

homers and 11 RBIs; and left-handed-hitting David Dahlreturned to the lineup Tuesday after missing 12 games with a 

stomach virus. 

http://m.mlb.com/player/471865/carlos-gonzalez
https://www.mlb.com/rockies/news/carlos-gonzalez-masters-specific-5-star-catch/c-271508762
http://m.mlb.com/video/topic/73955164
http://m.mlb.com/player/516782/starling-marte
https://www.mlb.com/gameday/529674
http://m.mlb.com/player/467827/gerardo-parra
http://m.mlb.com/player/571448/nolan-arenado
http://m.mlb.com/player/571448/nolan-arenado
http://m.mlb.com/player/643565/mike-tauchman
http://m.mlb.com/player/606132/raimel-tapia
http://m.mlb.com/player/571595/noel-cuevas
http://m.mlb.com/player/621311/david-dahl
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Gonzalez said he thought the injury was minor, so he didn't motion to the dugout for attention from trainers. Rockies 

manager Bud Black decided to remove Gonzalez. 

"We took CarGo out for precautionary reasons," Black said. "We'll see how it sets up here over the next couple of days. 

We are hoping it resolves itself quickly, but we're not quite sure where this is headed. He's sore. It doesn't look to be a 

significant hamstring strain at this point, but it's still concerning. We'll see how he is in a couple of days." 

Wednesday's catch had a 25 percent catch probability. Gonzalez needed to cover 53 feet in a 3.5-second opportunity 

time. With two strikes, he was playing toward the right-field line, and he had to dash to right-center to make the play. 

"It was between me and Charlie, and I made the decision to go for it and made a good catch," Gonzalez said. 

The sprinting, diving catch has become Gonzalez's specialty. However, whatever momentum the Rockies received from 

Gonzalez's catch slipped away when pitcher Kyle Freeland walked David Freese with two out in the fourth. Sean 

Rodriguez followed with a two-run homer, and Max Moroff added an RBI double for a 3-1 Pirates lead. 

  

http://m.mlb.com/player/607536/kyle-freeland
http://m.mlb.com/player/501896/david-freese
http://m.mlb.com/player/446481/sean-rodriguez
http://m.mlb.com/player/446481/sean-rodriguez
http://m.mlb.com/player/621559/max-moroff
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Blackmon proves to be capable No. 3 hitter 
Arenado returns to face Cubs, but injuries, suspensions keep lineup in flux 
 
Thomas Harding / MLB.com | Apr 18, 2018 

 

PITTSBURGH -- It's not clear if the experiment with Charlie Blackmon batting third in the Rockies' order will continue 

when they face the Cubs on Friday night, with the lineup in flux. But Blackmon has shown he can handle it if the club 

needs it. 

Wednesday's 10-2 loss to the Pirates marked the end of regular No. 3 hitter Nolan Arenado's suspension for his 

involvement in last Wednesday's fight vs. the Padres. In five games taking Arenado's spot, Blackmon -- the usual leadoff 

hitter -- has batted .316 (6-for-19) with three home runs and seven RBIs. 

View Full Game Coverage 

But Arenado's return still may not vault Blackmon back to the top of the order, however. Right fielder Carlos Gonzalez, a 

middle-of-the-order bat, strained his right hamstring while making a diving grab against Pirates, and the Rockies may 

want Blackmon in a run-producing spot if Gonzalez is unavailable. 

Further compromising the order is the four-game suspension hanging over outfielder Gerardo Parra for his role in the 

same fight that led to Arenado's ban. Parra is appealing, but whatever suspension he receives will likely begin with 

Arenado's return. 

Although Blackmon has functioned well at No. 3, there is no quarrel with his work at No. 1 -- a .282 average with a .391 

on-base percentage and a .641 slugging percentage powered by four homers and three doubles. He has been a 

consistent threat and run producer since taking over at the leadoff spot in 2014. 

Blackmon's thought? He's a pretty good No. 3 hitter if his team is in a bind, as has been the case recently. 

"It probably is easier to have one lineup that is comfortable, and not go back and forth day to day," Blackmon said. "Get 

consistent and let guys get comfortable. 

"But when it's out of necessity, it's easier to move. It's like, 'This is how it's going to be. Deal with it.' That gives you a little 

more commitment. Once guys get healthy, we'll figure out what works best and stick with that -- most of the time." 

http://m.mlb.com/player/453568/charlie-blackmon
http://m.mlb.com/player/571448/nolan-arenado
https://www.mlb.com/gameday/529674
http://m.mlb.com/player/471865/carlos-gonzalez
https://www.mlb.com/rockies/news/carlos-gonzalez-strains-hamstring-during-catch/c-272762230
http://m.mlb.com/player/467827/gerardo-parra
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Colorado experimented with Blackmon batting third in early Spring Training, but the club abandoned that when Gonzalez 

re-signed and alleviated the need to move Blackmon for run production purposes. 

At some point, manager Bud Black would love to have a consistent lineup, most likely with Blackmon at the top, but that 

hasn't happened this season. Blackmon missed five of the first 18 games with back spasms and right quadriceps 

tightness. His injuries, and Arenado's suspension -- which dropped Blackmon to third -- paved the way for DJ 

LeMahieu to move from No. 2 to the top spot, where he responded by hitting .286 with a .395 OBP, three home runs and 

four doubles. 

The Rockies entered Wednesday leading the National League in home runs, and Chris Iannetta's third-inning solo shot 

off Pirates starter Chad Kuhl was the team's 27th. But Colorado was last in batting average and on-base percentage, and 

Wednesday left those numbers at .214 and .285, respectively. Even though the record is above water at 11-9, the offense 

in general has languished, and lineup instability could be one of the reasons. 

"In a perfect world, that's what you want, but a lot of times that doesn't happen," Black said. "Guys are going to be banged 

up, or guys are going to miss time. We don't have Nolan, we didn't have Charlie. Ideally you want your guys. 

"Collectively as a group, you will see our numbers improve." 

  

http://m.mlb.com/player/518934/dj-lemahieu
http://m.mlb.com/player/518934/dj-lemahieu
http://m.mlb.com/player/455104/chris-iannetta
http://m.mlb.com/player/641771/chad-kuhl
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Colorado Rockies offense hibernates, Kyle Freeland struggles in loss to Pirates 
Rockies are hitting just .216 as a team after the first 20 games 
 
Patrick Saunders / Denver Post | April 18, 2018 

 

PITTSBURGH — The Rockies have been winning with pitching and a tiny bit of timely hitting. Wednesday afternoon, they 

didn’t pitch well and they didn’t hit a lick. 

It’s little wonder that they lost to the Pirates, 10-2, to finish their seven-game road trip with a still-encouraging 5-2 record. 

Colorado right fielder Carlos Gonzalez left the game after the fourth inning with a right hamstring strain suffered after 

making a diving catch. The club is calling it a day-to-day injury and hoping he doesn’t miss significant playing time. 

Boxscore 

Left-hander Kyle Freeland continues to struggle and he remains winless after four starts, with a 5.85 ERA. The Rockies 

managed only seven hits. Their first run came on a solo homer by catcher Chris Iannetta in the third, but the second run 

didn’t arrive until the eighth when Ian Desmond’s groundout scored Gerardo Parra, who hit a double and took third base 

on a wild pitch. 

Freeland needed 91 pitches (56 strikes) to get through four-plus innings, and was charged with five runs on six hits. His 

propensity to give up two-out walks continues to hurt him. 

It certainly haunted him in the fourth inning when he walked David Freese and then watched Sean Rodriguez turn on an 

83 mph changeup, sending the pitch into the left-field seats for a two-run home run. A single by Elias Diaz and an RBI 

double by Max Moroff made it 3-1. 

The Pirates ambushed Freeland in a three-run fifth. Back-to-back singles by Adam Frazier and Jordy Mercer chased 

Freeland and reliever Scott Oberg couldn’t stop the rally. An RBI single by Josh Bell and two-run double by Freese put the 

game out of reach, 6-1. 

Out of reach because the Rockies’ offense remained in hibernation and the bullpen was hammered for five runs on seven 

hits. Pittsburgh starter Chad Kuhl handcuffed Colorado for six innings, allowing four hits and striking out four. 

The Rockies are hitting .216 through their first 20 games. The Rockies hit .278 last year, the best team average in the 

major leagues. The good news for them is that they begin a six-game homestand at Coors Field beginning Friday vs. the 

Cubs. 

http://www.denverpost.com/tag/carlos-gonzalez/
http://stats.denverpost.com/baseball/mlb-boxscores.aspx?page=/data/MLB/results/2018/boxscore565492.html
http://stats.denverpost.com/baseball/mlb-players.aspx?page=/data/mlb/players/player43796.html
http://stats.denverpost.com/baseball/mlb-players.aspx?page=/data/mlb/players/player114705.html
http://www.denverpost.com/tag/coors-field/
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Looking ahead 

Thursday: Off day 

Friday: Cubs RHP Kyle Kendricks (0-1, 3.71) vs. Rockies RHP Jon Gray (1-3, 6.23), 6:40 p.m.; ATTRM 

Saturday: Cubs RHP Yu Darvish (0-1, 6.00) vs. Rockies LHP Tyler Anderson (0-0, 4.73), 6:10 p.m.; ATTRM 

Sunday: Cubs LHP Jose Quintana (1-1, 8.16) vs. Rockies RHP German Marquez (1-1, 4.34), 1:10 p.m., ATTRM 
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Kyle Freeland’s second-year education continues in rough outing vs. Pirates 
Two-out walks and homers continue to hurt lefty 
 
Patrick Saunders / Denver Post | April 18, 2018 

 

PITTSBURGH — The education of Kyle Freeland continues, and the learning curve is looking steep these days. 

The Rockies’ left-hander summed it up himself after a 10-2 loss to the Pirates on Wednesday, in which he gave up five 

runs and threw 91 pitches before getting the hook with no outs recorded in the fifth inning. 

“This was probably the worst start of my first four,” said Freeland, who remained winless as his ERA rose to 5.85. 

Freeland’s struggles to get ahead of batters and his penchant for issuing two-out walks continue to hurt him. 

“It’s a lesson that he’s learning as we go; that pitch-efficiency factor is important,” manager Bud Black said. “Throw your 

strikes, get ahead, put them away, keep pounding the strike zone. Kyle will learn this.” 

A two-out walk to David Freeze with nobody on base in the fourth inning turned the game in Pittsburgh’s favor. Because 

then Freeland could only cringe as Sean Rodriguez hammered a hanging, 83 mph changeup into the left-field seats for a 

two-run homer. A single by Elias Diaz and an RBI double by Max Moroff put the Pirates ahead 3-1. 

“It ended up biting me,” Freeland said. “A two-out walk right there leads to a two-run home run.” 

Freeland is coming off an impressive rookie season in which he won 11 games (tied for fourth-most among rookies in 

franchise history) and posted a 4.10 ERA (fourth-best for a rookie). Black, however, predicted that there was going to be 

some rough spots for Colorado’s young starters this season. For Freeland, Black’s prediction has been right on the 

money. 

“I knew last year, at the end of the year, I would have to make adjustments,” Freeland said. “Hitters were making 

adjustments on me and I had to figure out ways to make adjustments back. I’m still kind of going through that right now.” 

Numbers tell part of the story. His WHIP (walks, plus hits per inning pitched) is 1.55, second-highest on the staff to fellow 

lefty Tyler Anderson (1.58). And Freeland has already served up five homers in four starts. 
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The Rockies were still in Wednesday’s game, trailing just 3-1, until the Pirates jumped on Freeland to jumpstart a three-

run fifth. Back-to-back singles by Adam Frazier and Jordy Mercer convinced Black that he had seen enough. 

Reliever Scott Oberg came on, but he couldn’t squelch the Pirates’ rally. 

Freeland was honest in his self-assessment. 

“I wasn’t getting ahead of hitters and I didn’t have a good feel for my fastball, especially the sinker. It just wasn’t there 

today,” he said. “I was more around the zone than in the zone. And when the ball was in the zone, it was getting hit and 

they weren’t quality pitches.” 

So what’s next for the 24-year old? 

“Wash away the day, learn from it, and bounce back from it.” 
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Carlos Gonzalez’s hamstring injury could bench him for Friday’s game vs. Cubs 
Gonzalez made an excellent diving catch on Starling Marte’s sinking line drive to right in the fourth inning 
 
Patrick Saunders / Denver Post | April 18, 2018 

 

PITTSBURGH — A right hamstring strain has Rockies right fielder Carlos Gonzalez in wait-and-see mode, and there is a 

chance he’ll miss Friday’s game against the Cubs at Coors Field. 

“I want to be in the lineup, (but) if you asked me how I feel today — if I can play — of course I’m going to say no,” 

Gonzalez said Wednesday afternoon after Colorado’s 10-2 loss to Pittsburgh. 

Gonzalez said he “felt something” in his lower right hamstring while sprinting and diving to make an excellent catch on 

Starling Marte’s sinking line drive in the fourth inning. Gonzalez finished the inning, but after consulting with team trainers 

and manager Bud Black, he was replaced by Gerardo Parra in the batting order in the top of the fifth. 

 “We took CarGo out for precautionary reasons,” Black said. “We’ll see how it sets up here over the next couple of days. 

We are hoping it resolves itself quickly, but we’re not quite sure where this is headed. He’s sore. It doesn’t look to be a 

significant hamstring strain at this point, but it’s still concerning. We’ll see how he is in a couple of days.” 

If Gonzalez can’t play, it creates a roster predicament for Colorado. Parra is likely to begin his four-game suspension for 

fighting on Friday, meaning the Rockies would be down two outfielders. While Parra is serving his suspension, Colorado 

can only have 24 active players on its roster. 

The Rockies might consider calling up Raimel Tapia or Noel Cuevas from Triple-A Albuquerque. David Dahl just returned 

to the Isotopes Tuesday night after spending time on the disabled list with a stomach ailment, so his promotion is unlikely 

at this time. 

Gonzalez, 32, signed a one-year, $8 million free-agent contract to stay with Colorado during the offseason. He’s batting 

.235 with three homers and 11 RBIs this season. 

  

http://www.denverpost.com/tag/carlos-gonzalez/
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Rockies outfielder Carlos González injury update 
González is day-to-day with a right hamstring strain 
 
Ryan Schoppe / Purple Row | April 18, 2018 
 

When Carlos González left Wednesday’s game against the Pittsburgh Pirates, it was a safe bet that 

the Rockies outfielder had suffered some kind of injury. While he had had made a spectacular 5-star catch an inning 

earlier it appeared that he may have injured himself in the process. According to Nick Groke of The Athletic, Bud Black 

disclosed after the game that González was suffering from a strained right hamstring. 

With the Rockies off tomorrow they’ll have an extra day to evaluate whether or not González will need to land on the 

disabled list. Unfortunately, the likelihood of them being able to keep him off of it like they did Charlie Blackmon last 

week will be greatly reduced by the fact that they will be missing Gerardo Parra as well at some point in the near future 

once the appeal of his four-game suspension for punching AJ Ellis is resolved. When Parra does serve his suspension, 

the Rockies will not be able to replace him on the roster, so having a second position player unable to play will be 

extremely difficult and may force the Rockies to place González on the disabled list even if he’s still day-to-day with the 

injury. 

González has had another slow start for the Rockies this season and was hitting .235/.264/.426 at the time of his injury. 

While he has hit a few of his trademark majestic home runs, he’s been unable to reach base consistently and has been 

part of the Rockies offensive struggles this season. 

  

http://www.sbnation.com/mlb/teams/pittsburgh-pirates
http://www.sbnation.com/mlb/teams/colorado-rockies
https://www.mlb.com/news/carlos-gonzalez-notches-another-5-star-grab/c-272762230
https://twitter.com/nickgroke/status/986695506142298112
http://www.sbnation.com/mlb/players/129414/charlie-blackmon
http://www.sbnation.com/mlb/players/31904/gerardo-parra
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Pirates 10, Rockies 2: Colorado drops final game of the series 
It was an ugly loss, but the road trip was still really good 
 
Ryan Schoppe / Purple Row | April 18, 2018 
 

It’s hard to get a sweep in baseball. It’s even harder as a road team. The Colorado Rockies had a chance to do the 

improbable against a Pittsburgh Pirates team that was 11-4 entering the series and unfortunately came up just a little 

short. After taking the first two games of the series, the Rockies fell to the Pirates 7-2 to conclude their road trip with a 

very impressive 5-2 record. 

A promising start, a sad ending 

Chris Iannetta got the Rockies on the board early with a 432-foot home run in the third inning. In the previous two games, 

the Rockies had taken similar early leads and made them stick. On Monday, they added to the lead, and on 

Tuesday, Chad Bettis and the bullpen shut down the Pirates. 

Unfortunately, neither was the case today. The Rockies offense failed to score again until the eighth inning and by then it 

was far too little, too late. Kyle Freeland was cruising through the Pirates lineup, having allowed only one hit when the 

wheel fell off in the fourth inning. After getting two quick outs, Freeland allowed a walk followed up by a two-run homer to 

Sean Rodriguez. Freeland escaped the fourth after allowing only one more run, but the issues continued into the fifth. 

Bullpen struggles 

After showing their dominance through the first games of the series, the soft underbelly of the Rockies bullpen was 

exposed as they picked up where Freeland left off. Scott Oberg let all of his inherited runners score and also gave up two 

of his own runs. Mike Dunn allowed three more runs in the eighth. 

Looking ahead 

The Colorado Rockies have a well deserved off day on Thursday. Despite the weather-related cancellations across the 

league, they’ve manage to play every single one of their scheduled 20 games in the first 21 days of the season and have 

not had an off day since April 1. They’ll return to action on Friday when Nolan Arenado rejoins the team and they’ll host 

the Chicago Cubs at Coors Field with a 6:40 PM MT start time. 

http://www.sbnation.com/mlb/teams/colorado-rockies
http://www.sbnation.com/mlb/teams/pittsburgh-pirates
http://www.sbnation.com/mlb/players/541/chris-iannetta
http://www.sbnation.com/mlb/players/151487/chad-bettis
http://www.sbnation.com/mlb/players/285612/kyle-freeland
http://www.sbnation.com/mlb/players/244744/scott-oberg
http://www.sbnation.com/mlb/players/68714/mike-dunn
http://www.sbnation.com/mlb/players/130000/nolan-arenado
http://www.sbnation.com/mlb/teams/chicago-cubs
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Colorado Rockies: Evaluating the past 17 games on an off day 
 
Aaron Hurt / Rox Pile | April 18, 2018 
 

Two weeks ago, I stated that I was concerned that the grueling 17 games in 17 days would put too much stress on the 

Colorado Rockies’ bullpen. Despite being early in the season, I felt that relying heavily on the ‘pen could have huge 

ramifications for later in the season. Now that the Rockies finally get a day off, let’s take a look back at the last two and 

half weeks. 

For the first 10 games, my fears were coming to fruition. The starters were struggling to get past the fifth inning and the 

bullpen was seeing a lot of work. The stress on the ‘pen led them to give up 17 earned runs in 36.2 innings of work (4.17 

ERA). Luckily, the Rockies were able to scratch their way to a 5-5 record during that stretch. 

Then a funny thing happened at the ballpark. A brawl broke out and lit a fire underneath the Rockies. Since the fight 

against the Padres, the Rockies starting pitching staff has stepped it up (except for two starts). In the seven games 

after, they have recorded three quality starts (including two terrific starts from Chad Bettis) and have eased the work load 

on the ‘pen. 

As I have previously stated, Bud Black would rather use his bullpen when he wants to instead of when he needs to. By 

starters going deeper into games, it has allowed manager Bud Black to use his bullpen based on matchups. This has led 

to success in the last seven games. Not including the ugly five runs in 4 innings the ‘pen surrendered on Wednesday 

afternoon, they had given up three earned runs in 15.1 innings pitched (1.76 ERA). This was a key contributor in the 

Rockies having a solid 5-2 East Coast road trip. 

The Rockies now get a well-deserved day of rest on Thursday after going 10-7 in 17 days. Now they will head back to the 

comfy confines of Coors Field where they get the return of Nolan Arenado and will try to get the struggling offense going 

in a six-game homestand against the Cubs and Padres. 

One final note.: Speaking of the Chicago Cubs, since I live amongst entitled Cubs fans, I am reminded on a regular basis 

of the 2016 World Series. Now it is my turn to get a few jabs in. 

If you don’t remember, the Chicago Cubs signed former Rockies pitcher Tyler Chatwood to a three-year/$38 million 

contract in the offseason. Take a look at Chatwood’s line from the Cubs’ Tuesday night 5-3 loss to the Cardinals: 4.2 

innings, one hit, two earned runs, seven strikeouts, and seven walks and on the hook for the loss. He is now 0-3 with a 

https://roxpile.com/2018/04/07/colorado-rockies-putting-stress-on-the-bullpen/
https://roxpile.com/2018/04/07/colorado-rockies-putting-stress-on-the-bullpen/
https://www.si.com/mlb/2018/04/11/rockies-padres-brawl-nolan-arenado-luis-perdomo
https://www.baseball-reference.com/players/b/bettich01.shtml?utm_campaign=Linker&utm_source=direct&utm_medium=linker-
https://www.baseball-reference.com/search/search.fcgi?pid=blackbu02,blackbu01&search=Bud+Black&utm_campaign=Linker&utm_source=direct&utm_medium=linker-
https://www.baseball-reference.com/players/a/arenano01.shtml?utm_campaign=Linker&utm_source=direct&utm_medium=linker-
https://www.baseball-reference.com/players/c/chatwty01.shtml?utm_campaign=Linker&utm_source=direct&utm_medium=linker-
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4.60 ERA with 14 walks in 15.2 innings. Sound familiar? I hope Cubs fans get used to enjoying these kinds of theatrics for 

the next two-plus seasons. 
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Colorado Rockies injury news: Carlos Gonzalez discusses hamstring 
 
Kevin Henry / Rox Pile | April 18, 2018 
 

PITTSBURGH — Carlos Gonzalez says there couldn’t be a better time for the Colorado Rockies to have an off day. 

Colorado’s day off on Thursday will allow Gonzalez to rest an injured right hamstring suffered in the fifth inning of 

Colorado’s 10-2 loss to the Pittsburgh Pirates at PNC Park on Wednesday afternoon. 

Gonzalez told Rox Pile and other media members that he overstretched his leg making a diving catch. The catch was 

rated 5-star by Statcast but the end result was less than stellar for the Rockies. 

“It’s sore right now,” CarGo said. “I think I overstretched my leg when I was trying to make that diving play. I felt something 

definitely. I stayed in the entire inning and when I came into the dugout I told the trainers and they decided to take me out 

of the game. The manager approached me and asked me the same question and then he decided to take me out. I came 

up here for evaluations and just doing treatment and hopefully I’ll feel better in the next couple of days.” 

Gerardo Parra replaced CarGo in right field. Each finished the day 1-for-2 at the plate as the Rockies managed just 

seven hits in the series finale in Pittsburgh. 

CarGo said he didn’t remember the last time he dealt with hamstring issues. Will he be in the lineup on Friday against the 

Chicago Cubs, the day after Colorado’s first off day since April 1? 

“I want to be in the lineup,” Gonzalez said. “I don’t know if I’m going to be. If you ask me how I feel today and if I could 

play, of course I’m going to say no. It’s one of those things where you want to see progression. If I feel good enough to 

play baseball, I’ll be in there.” 

The timing of the injury could be interesting for the Rockies. Parra will likely begin serving his suspension over the 

weekend when the Cubs visit Coors Field for their only appearance of the season in Denver. Potentially without CarGo 

and Parra, Colorado could look to make a roster move. Right now, other outfield options would include Mike Tauchman, 

who started in left field on Wednesday, is now 1-for-20 on the season while Pat Valaika, who has also seen time in the 

outfield in the past, is just 2-for-35 on the campaign. 

What’s the good news for the Rockies? Colorado will have All-Star third baseman Nolan Arenado back from his 

suspension for Friday’s opener against the Cubs. 

https://www.baseball-reference.com/search/search.fcgi?pid=gonzaca01,gonzal026car,gonzal014car&search=Carlos+Gonzalez&utm_campaign=Linker&utm_source=direct&utm_medium=linker-
https://roxpile.com/news/
https://www.mlb.com/rockies/news/carlos-gonzalez-notches-another-5-star-grab/c-272762230
https://www.mlb.com/rockies/news/carlos-gonzalez-notches-another-5-star-grab/c-272762230
https://www.baseball-reference.com/players/p/parrage01.shtml?utm_campaign=Linker&utm_source=direct&utm_medium=linker-
https://www.baseball-reference.com/players/t/tauchmi01.shtml?utm_campaign=Linker&utm_source=direct&utm_medium=linker-
https://www.baseball-reference.com/players/v/valaipa01.shtml?utm_campaign=Linker&utm_source=direct&utm_medium=linker-
https://www.baseball-reference.com/players/a/arenano01.shtml?utm_campaign=Linker&utm_source=direct&utm_medium=linker-
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Colorado Rockies: How Kyle Freeland has changed on the mound 
 
Jake Shapiro / Rox Pile | April 18, 2018 
 

DENVER— Soon-to-be 25-year-old Colorado Rockies left-hander Kyle Freeland had a marvelous rookie season in 2017. 

Pitching in the park he occupied as a boy, he donned the uniform of his idol. That in itself is a heck of an accomplishment. 

He outdid that, pitching in many big games for the Rockies and creating special moments along the way. Freeland ended 

11-11 with a 4.10 ERA, a very solid mark for a freshman. His ERA+ of 121 over 156 innings starts to really hint at just how 

good he was in 2017. 

A few times during the season, Freeland got fatigued or slowed down just a tad. Many rookies go through that and make 

adjustments so they can better handle the 162-game MLB slate. 

In-between seeing a Migos concert, playing golf and spending time with his adorable dog(s… there’s now two!), 

Freeland went to work this past winter. Specifically, he made a few small mechanical tweaks. 

“This past offseason, myself and Darryl Scott (Rockies pitching coordinator) started doing dry drills off the mound,” 

Freeland told Rox Pile. “We came up with a plan for me to stay directional and keep my line down the mound with having 

a strong front side.” 

You can actually see this in his left leg. The framing is different in these two photos but you will find that his left leg is 

actually higher in the picture on the left, which is from this season. His arm is also a bit higher as a result. 

  “It’s allowed me to hold the load on my back leg longer and drive down the mound rather than (Clayton) Kershaw, where 

he goes up down and out (drop and drive)” he said. “That was making me getting rotational in many aspects so we 

created a mechanical way for me to keep that good direction.” 

The Rockies and Freeland worked together to make the change. 

“It was to keep the same arm angle but it’s an increased durability big time because there is less stress on my arm and 

body,” the lefty said. “I was able to feel that during spring training. Last year, I was super tired and sore after starts. I’m 

coming out of starts (now) stronger and feeling better.” 

The data points of his release actually show he’s kept the same arm angle if not improved it a bit. 

https://roxpile.com/analysis/
https://www.baseball-reference.com/players/f/freelky01.shtml?utm_campaign=Linker&utm_source=direct&utm_medium=linker-
https://www.instagram.com/p/BbrwsLHjdZs/?taken-by=freeballin21
https://www.instagram.com/p/Ba2htwzDYYC/?taken-by=freeballin21
https://twitter.com/Shapalicious/status/957702428752715776
https://www.instagram.com/p/BdqHP-Xj-WF/?taken-by=freeballin21
https://www.instagram.com/p/Bg6enWol1ph/?taken-by=konabear_and_bennythejet
https://www.instagram.com/p/BdP80pyjETh/?taken-by=freeballin21
https://www.baseball-reference.com/players/s/scottda01.shtml?utm_campaign=Linker&utm_source=direct&utm_medium=linker-
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Twitter Ads info and privacy 

You might be saying, “But there are two different sets of data points about two feet apart?” 

You are right. On the closer side to a net neutral delivery is this year. That’s because he changed something else. 

  

https://support.twitter.com/articles/20175256
https://twitter.com/RoxRoxos/status/986498081108758528/photo/1
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Rockies great road trip ends with a dud 
 
Drew Creasman / BSN Denver | April 18, 2018 

 

  
Because if you stare long enough at an infinite and chaotic universe, random patterns will start to emerge, Wednesdays’ 

drubbing of the Colorado Rockies by the Pittsburgh Pirates by a score of 10-2 was somehow oddly predictable. 

As Bud Black would say, “That’s baseball.” 

Colorado was due for a setback after clinging to some wins in which they got very little offensive output and even one in 

which they walked 10 batters and uncorked three wild pitches. Having secured a winning road trip and taking both series, 

this game that started at 10:30 AM Mountain Time had “trap” written all over it. 

On the other side was a Pirates offense that was hot coming into the series and was cooled off on the first two games by 

a combination of dreadful weather and excellent Rockies pitching. But the bullpen especially had been just a little too 

perfect lately and their first real clunker of the season meant the Pirates would run away with the contest. 

The warts in the offense were on full display again, though those searching for a silver lining can point to a 3-2 record 

without Nolan Arenado and reasonably call that a success. 

Chris Iannetta’s third-inning home run was the only scoring Colorado would do until the eighth when an Ian Desmond 

plated the only run in a far-too-little-far-too-late rally on a groundout. 

Kyle Freeland stuck to his early-season script, looking very good through his first few innings but running into some 

trouble finishing innings starting in the fourth. 

It looked for a moment like he was out of the inning, but a 3-2 pitch on the edge was ruled a ball to David Freese and 

Freeland has issued a two-out walk. The Rockies southpaw then grooved a cutter to Sean Rodriguez who blasted it over 

the wall in left to give the Pirates the lead. 

Max Moroff followed with an RBI double that ensured Freeland would not re-take the mound. 
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As mentioned, the bullpen didn’t fair much better with Scott Oberg being tagged for two more runs and Mike Dunn 

saddled with three. Only Antonio Senzatela managed to escape this game unscathed, pitching a scoreless inning with a 

walk and a strikeout. 

But hey, if you’re gonna kick one away, you might as well give it a good punt. 

The Rockies went 5-2 on the road trip and are now 9-5 for the season on the road. Arenado returns to the lineup when the 

Rockies return to Coors Field to face the Chicago Cubs on Friday. 

FINAL STATS: 

Kyle Freeland: 4 IP, 6 H, 5 ER, 2 BB, 2 K 

Scott Oberg: 2 IP, 4 H, 2 ER, 0 BB, 3 K 

Antonio Senzatela: 1 IP, 1 BB, 1 K 

Mike Dunn: 1 IP, 3 H, 3 ER, 1 BB, 2 K 

  

Chris Iannetta: 1-for-5, HR 

DJ LeMahieu: 2-for-4, BB 
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Rockies-Nationals Series Grades: LeMahieu and the bullpen bring the wins 
 
Drew Creasman / BSN Denver | April 18, 2018 
 

  
The Colorado Rockies managed to take three games of a four-game series against the Washington Nationals despite 

getting three lackluster starting pitching performances and very little from the offense overall. 

DJ LeMahieu and the bullpen pretty much paved the way, though Charlie Blackmon’s return was clearly huge and 

needed. 

Here are our individual player grades: 

DJ LeMahieu (A): With Nolan Arenado serving a suspension and Charlie Blackmon on the shelf for a few games, the 

responsibility fell to LeMahieu to power the Rockies offense and he did so, launching three home runs in the series and a 

pair of doubles, knocking in five runs and scoring five himself. He unquestionably led the Rockies through this crazy 

series. 

Charlie Blackmon: (B+): The Bearded One played in just two games of the four-game set but he cracked a pair of vital 

home runs, drove in five, and scored three runs. 

Ian Desmond (C-): Desmond only collected two base hits in the series but one was a home run that swung the series in 

the Rockies favor. He also picked up a ton of slack by stepping in and playing a very capable centerfield and first base 

helping Colorado cling to their wins. 

Carlos Gonzalez (C-): CarGo hit a home run and drove in three runs, including two in a 2-1 victory. Other than being the 

deciding factor in that game he was mostly silenced, though. 

Gerardo Parra (C-): The Rockies left fielder notched four base hits and scored three runs in addition to playing his usual 

solid defense. 

Chris Iannetta (D-): Iannetta tallied just one single but walked twice and scored a run. 

Ryan McMahon (D-): RyMac went 1-for-10 with four strikeouts. But on the plus side, he finally got his first hit of the 

season and is looking much more comfortable at the plate. 

Trevor Story (F): After getting hot at Coors Field, the Rockies shortstop had another series to forget in Washington, going 

1-for-15 with 10 strikeouts. 
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Chad Bettis (A-): He pitched seven innings and gave up just three hits, one run, on two walks and five strikeouts. He has 

been both Colorado’s best, and most consistent, pitcher so far this season. 

Kyle Freeland (C): Freeland couldn’t quite finish off the fifth inning in his start (though, he might have and just made way 

for a phenomenal bullpen) but he kept the Rockies in the game against an incredibly talented lineup, allowing one run on 

four hits. Knowing the quality of the arms behind him, Freeland was careful with the Nationals big bats and that proved to 

be a winning strategy. 

Tyler Anderson (C-): Just like Freeland, Anderson only lasted 4.2 innings but kept Colorado in the game. His six walks 

were more than a bit concerning but he managed to dance his way out of trouble by just allowing one run on two hits. 

Again, he was picked up by the bullpen. 

Jon Gray (D+): The Gray Wolf looked strong through his first several innings but fell apart in his final frame once again, 

getting knocked around for five runs on eight hits. He struck out six and only walked one but these ill-timed implosions 

have become an issue for him in 2018. 

Wade Davis (A-): Davis allowed just one baserunner (a walk) in collecting two more saves in the series. 

Jake McGee (B+): It was another quietly effective set for McGee who, like Davis, allowed just one baserunner on a walk 

in 2.1 innings of work. He struck out two. 

Scott Oberg (B): Our third straight bullpen pitcher who was clean other than a solo walk. 

Adam Ottavino (B): Otto showed he might be human by surrendering his first run of the season. It came on a wild pitch. 

He struck out four and didn’t walk anyone in his 1.1 innings of work. 

Chris Rusin (B-): He doesn’t look quite back to his fully effective self, but Rusin looked better in his two innings of work. 

He gave up two hits and two walks but no runs. 

Bryan Shaw (C+): Shaw picked up 2.2 innings in the series and gave up three hits, including a homer, but that was the 

only run he allowed, striking out four and walking two. 
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Bud Black: Road trip recap and CarGo injury update 
 
MHS Staff / Mile High Sports | April 19, 2018 
 

The Colorado Rockies just wrapped up a successful road trip, but Wednesday’s finale against the Pittsburgh Pirates did 

put a bit of a damper on things. 

Colorado was blown out, 10-2, allowing their highest run total of the season. They failed to get the series sweep of 

Pittsburgh, but finished the seven-game road trip at 5-2. Colorado went 3-1 against the Nationals and 2-1 against the 

Pirates. 

“It was a good road trip,” Black said after Wednesday’s game. “If you said, ‘Do you want to go 5-2?’ a lot of people would 

probably say, ‘Yeah.’ We wanted to go 6-1, today, but that didn’t happen. But it was a good trip through some harsh 

conditions that our guys really showed some grit, I thought.” 

Temperatures for the first two games in Pittsburgh were in the 30s, with snow flurries flying on Tuesday. Wednesday’s 

day game began at just 46 degrees. 

Veteran outfielder Carlos Gonzalez left the game in the fifth inning with what Black said postgame was a hamstring injury. 

Gonzalez made a diving catch to rob Starling Marte of a leadoff base hit in the fourth inning. 

“A little bit of a tweak of the lower hamstring,” Black said of Gonzalez’s injury. “Took him out for precautionary reasons. 

We’ll see how it sets up here in the next couple days. 

The Rockies are 11-9 overall and in second place in the NL West. They have played more road games than any other NL 

team so far this season. 

Colorado on Thursday has its first off day since April 1. The Rockies played 17 consecutive days from April 2 through April 

18, posting an overall record of 10-7 during that stretch. Colorado was 8-3 on the road and 2-4 at home over those 17 

games. 

The Rockies return to Coors Field for a six-game homestand beginning Friday. They will host the Chicago Cubs for three 

games, followed by three against the San Diego Padres. 
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Three takeaways from the Rockies’ successful road trip 
 
Ronnie Kohert / Mile High Sports | April 18, 2018 
 

The Colorado Rockies took two of three from the Pittsburgh Pirates and five of seven overall on their East Coast road trip. 

They’ll return to Colorado with an 11-9 record and chance to build upon it after back-to-back series wins. 

Continued road success 

Even after the 10-2 beatdown that the Rockies took at the hands of the Pirates in the series finale, the Rockies finished 5-

2 on the road trip and have to be happy with the result, especially considering they lost four of six right before the road trip 

and played four games against World Series contender Washington. Colorado is now 9-5 away from Coors Field, a terrific 

road record by any measurement. 

The Nationals won 97 games in 2017 to claim the NL East, and the Rockies had to face their nasty 1-2 pitching punch 

in Max Scherzer and Stephen Strasburg. Colorado can be proud of the series wins they strung together, including beating 

Strasburg on Sunday. The Rockies would love the momentum to continue into their six-game home stand, where 

Colorado is only 2-4 at home. 

After twenty games, the Ryan McMahon experiment is beginning to show results… 

And those results are bad. Really bad. McMahon was 3-for-18 on the road trip with nine strikeouts and one RBI. 

Giving McMahon repetitions is exactly what the Rockies need to do, but it’s uncertain if they can afford to for a long period 

of time — if he doesn’t turn it around in short order, Colorado may have no choice but to send McMahon back to the 

minors. 

Freeland struggles 

Kyle Freeland had an opportunity to build on his best start of the season — a 4 2/3-inning, one-run effort in his start 

against Washington. 

Against the Pirates Wednesday, Freeland was sailing before the two-out mark in the fourth inning. A two-out walk led to 

major damage in the inning and Freeland was pulled after finishing the fourth. 

There’s no sugar-coating it: Freeland hasn’t been good. His next chance to bounce back will come on Tuesday night 

against the San Diego Padres, who currently rank in the bottom five in both batting average and on-base percentage. 

https://www.baseball-reference.com/players/s/scherma01.shtml?utm_campaign=Linker&utm_source=direct&utm_medium=linker-
https://www.baseball-reference.com/players/s/strasst01.shtml?utm_campaign=Linker&utm_source=direct&utm_medium=linker-
https://www.baseball-reference.com/players/m/mcmahry01.shtml?utm_campaign=Linker&utm_source=direct&utm_medium=linker-
https://www.baseball-reference.com/players/f/freelky01.shtml?utm_campaign=Linker&utm_source=direct&utm_medium=linker-
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What’s next 

The Rockies return home for a six-game home stand, with three against the Cubs and three against the Padres. Colorado 

has not played at home since the ‘brawl’ that led to the suspension of Nolan Arenado, who is expected to return to the 

Colorado lineup in the Chicago series. 

  

https://www.baseball-reference.com/players/a/arenano01.shtml?utm_campaign=Linker&utm_source=direct&utm_medium=linker-
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Freeland falters, Rockies fall in Pittsburgh finale 
 
Casey Light / Mile High Sports | April 18, 2018 
 

The Rockies weren’t going to keep the top run-scoring team in the National League at bay forever. After holding the 

Pirates to a total of two runs over their first two games, Colorado allowed 10 runs on Wednesday to snap a three-game 

winning streak and close their seven-game road trip with a loss. 

The 10 runs allowed Wednesday is the most allowed by the Rockies so far in 2018. 

Rockies starter Kyle Freeland entered the game still seeking his first victory of the year. Some tough-luck innings had him 

0-2 to start the season. There was no bad luck on Wednesday, just a lack of command. 

Freeland (0-3, 5.85 ERA) took the loss in a 10-2 final; the 24-year-old was tagged for five runs on six hits and two walks 

over four-plus innings. 

The Rockies didn’t score in the first inning, as they did in the first two games of their three-game set with Pittsburgh, but 

they did score first. Chris Iannetta sent a four-seam fastball on the inner half over the center field fence. The long ball has 

been the one consistent source of offense for the Rockies so far this season. Colorado’s 26 home runs entering the game 

ranked first in the National League, while their team batting average — .215 — ranked last. 

The solo home run to Iannetta was the only run Pirates starter Chad Kuhlsurrendered. Kuhl (2-1, 4.57) allowed just four 

hits and struck out four over his six innings. 

Colorado at least continued its strong defense, which has helped keep the team in games when the offense has 

struggled. Carlos Gonzalez made a divining catch to rob Starling Marte of a leadoff single in the fourth inning. However, 

walks, which have hurt the pitching staff at times in the early going, became a problem in that same inning. Freeland 

issued a two-out walk to David Freese, which Sean Rodriguez followed with a home run that hooked just over the short 

porch in left. The swing gave Pittsburgh its first lead in the series. The two-out trouble continued as Freeland then gave up 

a clean single to Elias Diaz and an RBI double to Max Moroff. Pittsburgh led 3-1 after four. 

Freeland needed 86 pitches total to get through that fourth inning, but with a short bench due to Nolan Arenado‘s 

suspension Rockies Manager Bud Black elected to stick with his young lefty. Arenado was sitting out the final game of his 

five-game suspension for fighting with San Diego last week. He will return to the Rockies lineup on Friday against 

Chicago. 

https://www.baseball-reference.com/players/f/freelky01.shtml?utm_campaign=Linker&utm_source=direct&utm_medium=linker-
https://www.baseball-reference.com/players/i/iannech01.shtml?utm_campaign=Linker&utm_source=direct&utm_medium=linker-
https://www.baseball-reference.com/players/k/kuhlch01.shtml?utm_campaign=Linker&utm_source=direct&utm_medium=linker-
https://www.baseball-reference.com/search/search.fcgi?pid=gonzaca01,gonzal026car,gonzal014car&search=Carlos+Gonzalez&utm_campaign=Linker&utm_source=direct&utm_medium=linker-
https://www.baseball-reference.com/players/m/martest01.shtml?utm_campaign=Linker&utm_source=direct&utm_medium=linker-
https://www.baseball-reference.com/players/f/freesda01.shtml?utm_campaign=Linker&utm_source=direct&utm_medium=linker-
https://www.baseball-reference.com/search/search.fcgi?pid=rodrise01,rodrig002sea&search=Sean+Rodriguez&utm_campaign=Linker&utm_source=direct&utm_medium=linker-
https://www.baseball-reference.com/players/d/diazel01.shtml?utm_campaign=Linker&utm_source=direct&utm_medium=linker-
https://www.baseball-reference.com/players/m/morofma01.shtml?utm_campaign=Linker&utm_source=direct&utm_medium=linker-
https://www.baseball-reference.com/players/a/arenano01.shtml?utm_campaign=Linker&utm_source=direct&utm_medium=linker-
https://www.baseball-reference.com/search/search.fcgi?pid=blackbu02,blackbu01&search=Bud+Black&utm_campaign=Linker&utm_source=direct&utm_medium=linker-
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The Rockies tried to get something going in the top of the fifth when DJ LeMahieu lined a one-out single to center 

and Charlie Blackmon reached with two outs after being hit by a pitch. Black did have to dip into his bench in the fifth, 

though, as Gerardo Parra replaced Gonzalez (Black said postgame that Gonzalez tweaked a hamstring). Parra could not 

extend the inning, however, grounding out to second. 

Freeland’s struggles continued in the fifth, giving up back-to-back singles to start the inning. That was as far as Black 

would let him go. Scott Obergretired the first batter he faced, then allowed an RBI single to Josh Bell and a two-run double 

to Freese. Pittsburgh continued to touch Oberg in the sixth. Colin Moran hit a pinch-hit double with one out, then came 

around to score on a single by Adam Frazier. 

Every Pirates position player except Marte logged at least one hit in the game. Only Moroff did not touch home plate 

among their position players, showing why Pittsburgh so far is the top run-scoring team in the National League. 

Colorado pushed one run across in the eighth against Enny Romero. Parra doubled to center and advanced to third on a 

wild pitch. Ian Desmonddrove him in with a groundout to shortstop. 

Romero recorded his first MLB hit in the bottom half of the inning, a double to the right-center gap off Mike Dunn. He 

came around to score after a single by Frazier and a sac fly from Jordy Mercer. It was Romero’s Pittsburgh debut, after 

being claimed off waivers from the Nationals. Frazier and Marte, who walked with two outs, both scored on a broken bat 

double from Bell. 

The Rockies fall to 11-9 with the loss, but leave Pittsburgh with a 2-1 series win and a winning road trip after taking three 

of four from Washington. Colorado has played the fewest home games of any MLB team to date. 

NEXT UP: Colorado has a rest day — their first since April 1 — before opening a three-game series with the Cubs at 

Coors Field on Friday. They will host San Diego for three games after that. 

  

https://www.baseball-reference.com/players/l/lemahdj01.shtml?utm_campaign=Linker&utm_source=direct&utm_medium=linker-
https://www.baseball-reference.com/players/b/blackch02.shtml?utm_campaign=Linker&utm_source=direct&utm_medium=linker-
https://www.baseball-reference.com/players/p/parrage01.shtml?utm_campaign=Linker&utm_source=direct&utm_medium=linker-
https://www.baseball-reference.com/players/o/obergsc01.shtml?utm_campaign=Linker&utm_source=direct&utm_medium=linker-
https://www.baseball-reference.com/search/search.fcgi?pid=belljo02,belljo01&search=Josh+Bell&utm_campaign=Linker&utm_source=direct&utm_medium=linker-
https://www.baseball-reference.com/players/m/moranco01.shtml?utm_campaign=Linker&utm_source=direct&utm_medium=linker-
https://www.baseball-reference.com/players/f/fraziad01.shtml?utm_campaign=Linker&utm_source=direct&utm_medium=linker-
https://www.baseball-reference.com/players/r/romeren01.shtml?utm_campaign=Linker&utm_source=direct&utm_medium=linker-
https://www.baseball-reference.com/players/d/desmoia01.shtml?utm_campaign=Linker&utm_source=direct&utm_medium=linker-
https://www.baseball-reference.com/players/d/dunnmi01.shtml?utm_campaign=Linker&utm_source=direct&utm_medium=linker-
https://www.baseball-reference.com/players/m/mercejo03.shtml?utm_campaign=Linker&utm_source=direct&utm_medium=linker-
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Rockies could be forced to get creative if Carlos González misses time 
 
Nick Groke / The Athletic | April 18, 2018 
 

PITTSBURGH — The sun had finally broken through a curtain of cold Wednesday next to the Allegheny River when 

Carlos González laid out like an ironing board in the fourth inning. The Rockies returned to warmth just in time for another 

bitter twist. 

González's diving, horizontal catch of a line drive to right field came at a cost. The Rockies lost their veteran slugger to an 

injury, their third major loss in seven days, and Colorado will again be forced to fill in the blanks. 

In a 10-2 blowout loss to the Pirates to end a long but successful East Coast road trip, González's right lower hamstring 

strain sapped the last bit of positivity the Rockies wrung from a difficult week. He played through an inning that quickly 

spun out of control. 

“We hope it resolves itself quickly,” Colorado manager Bud Black said, “but we’re not quite sure where this is headed.” 

In eking out a 5-2 road trip against the NL East champion Nationals in Washington D.C. and the red-hot Pirates in 

Pittsburgh, the Rockies scraped by without third baseman Nolan Arenado for five games because of a suspension and 

without center fielder Charlie Blackmon for four games because of a right quadriceps injury. 

In addition, left fielder Gerardo Parra is waiting for Joe Torre's hammer to fall, probably Friday, on his four-game 

suspension for the same brawl that brought down Arenado. 

“I want to be in the lineup, but I don’t know,” González said. “If you ask me how I feel today, if I can play, I’m going to say 

no. But it’s just one of those things, you want to see progression. If I feel good enough to play baseball, I’ll be in there.” 

The Rockies are facing their first major roster juggle this season. They could be without two starting outfielders Friday to 

start a three-game series against the Cubs at Coors Field. And a third outfielder, Mike Tauchman, who went hitless 

Wednesday, is 1-for-20 this season. 

The confluence could spur the call-up of Raimel Tapia or Noel Cuevas from Triple A. Tapia just missed making Colorado's 

opening day roster and Cuevas, a right-handed bat, has a 1.070 OPS in 15 games for Albuquerque as of Wednesday 

afternoon. 
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The Rockies wriggled through a trying roadie by buckling down on defense. From deep in the left-field corner on Tuesday, 

Parra threw out Pirates pitcher Trevor Williams trying to tag up for second base. On Wednesday, González broke early for 

a Starling Marte liner in the gap, going full stretch for a diving catch. 

“If you have good defense, you can win,” Parra said. “The last six games we won because we played great defense.” 

González had never suffered a hamstring injury in the major leagues before, he said. But he felt this one immediately. He 

was told by the team's training staff to sit out, and Black double-checked the severity of the injury before González limped 

inside for treatment and evaluation. 

He is hitting just .235 this season, but González remains one of Colorado's best players, a veteran power threat the team 

snapped up late in spring training with a one-year, $8 million deal. He had played in all but one game this season. 

“It doesn’t look to be a significant hamstring strain, but it is concerning,” Black said. 

Their 2-0 victory Tuesday, behind Chad Bettis' stellar start, came in the coldest road game the Rockies have played in 

their 26-year history as a club. It was 34 degrees at first pitch. The temperature at Wednesday's first pitch shot up to 46 

degrees, and the Rockies took an early lead on Chris Iannetta's solo homer to left-center field. 

González's grab in the fourth, to give second-year starter Kyle Freeland two outs, was their last turn to shine. Freeland 

walked the next batter, David Freese, and Sean Rodríguez, who was hitting .143, hammered a two-run homer to left. 

By the fifth, consecutive singles to lead off against Freeland turned into a three-run inning. “Then it slipped away from us,” 

Black said. 

“I gave away a free base when we had two quick outs. And it came back to bite me in the ass,” Freeland said. 

Colorado scored again in the eighth on Ian Desmond's RBI groundout, but the Rockies are hitting just .214 as a team with 

an equally distressing .285 on-base percentage, both second-worst in baseball. 

They're getting by on defense and with a rebuilt bullpen, but they will need to find more creative ways to win with another 

star benched. An off-day Thursday is like an oasis of relief. 

“Absolutely,” González said. “Especially for me.” 

  

https://theathletic.com/318772/?shared_by=271460
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Sarris: The art and science of designing a new pitch, from beginning to end, with Adam Ottavino 
 
Eno Sarris / The Athletic | April 18, 2018 
 
 
Adam Ottavino needed something. During the worst year of his career, he was searching for answers. First, he had to 

identify the problem. Then he had to figure out how to solve it. Now the Rockies' right-hander is basking in his hard work 

as the best reliever in baseball so far. 

“Whatever I seem to do wrong gets magnified,” Ottavino said when I talked to him last August. “I have a lot of ideas about 

what I'm going to do to rectify it.” 

The thought process he went through, the work he did this offseason, and the results he's seeing now — all of it can serve 

as a backdrop to show us what modern pitching development looks like. 

 

Identifying the Problem 

You could just look at his walk rate and declare that the problem was command. Simple enough. But that doesn't really 

capture the essence of the problem, which was two-fold. 

One of the issues was easy to identify. The cross-body reliever was going too far across his body. 

“I was throwing too far across my body, I kept going and going to the point where it was absurd,” the Rockie told me last 

year. “My mechanics got out of hand.” 

Here's a mid-2017 Ottavino fastball at home. Watch his landing foot. 

Now here's a 2018 Ottavino fastball at home. Looks pretty different, huh? The foot doesn't fall as far to the right here as it 

does above, so the pitcher isn't throwing across his body as much. 

The pitcher felt that, beyond his mechanics, he had lost focus. Literally. 

“Last year I couldn't stay focused through the whole pitch, couldn't stay on the target,” Ottavino told me this spring. “When 

you start your delivery, you shift from a soft focus to a hard focus on the target. Felt like last year I wasn't holding it very 

well. I would get to right here and was losing it, would turn into a blurry object. It's a muscle, you have to train it. ” 

But the hitters told Ottavino that there was something else going on, and it wasn't just his mechanics or focus. The entire 

philosophy of hitting against Ottavino shifted last year, and it caused serious problems for the mostly two-pitch reliever. 

https://www.fangraphs.com/leaders.aspx?pos=all&stats=rel&lg=all&qual=y&type=8&season=2018&month=0&season1=2018&ind=0&team=0&rost=0&age=0&filter=&players=0
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“It's a snowball thing,” he said last August. “When you're walking guys, they know you're walking guys. The approach 

against me is different now. The approach used to be to be aggressive against me — you don't want to get to two strikes 

because he's got that filthy slider. That works in the pitcher's favor every time. But once it gets over that tipping point, and 

your walk rate gets too high, now they're being told, 'let's make sure he's throwing strikes.'” 

Look at how batters' swing rates against his sinker and slider took a nosedive last year. 

 

When you think about his two primary pitches and how they work together in the context of command, it becomes a 

simple problem of math. The plate is 17 inches wide. Away from home, Ottavino's sinker and slider have nine inches of 

break in opposite directions. Even with the iffy overlay below, you can see some of the problem here. 

“If you start them in the same spot on the inside or the outside part of the plate, one's not going to be a competitive pitch,” 

points out Matt Daniels, Head of Pitching at Driveline Baseball, where Ottavino went in the offseason to work on solutions. 

Ottavino knew the principles upon which his solutions would be based before he knew the solutions themselves. 

“There's so much science in the game,” he said last August. “I know when I go back to the drawing board, what I want to 

achieve, I can actually do it because I can look at the data now. I bought the Rapsodo, I'm going to do the whole thing. In 
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an effort to optimize shit better, I'm going to videotape and see what things look like from different angles, it's almost what 

you have to do at this point. Just trying to throw things against the wall, that doesn't work.” 

The point of buying that Rapsodo, a fancy pitch tracking machine? And the point of bringing all that science into the 

equation? A new pitch that would break in between his fastball and his slider, a pitch he could command. 

“I've always been known for throwing multiple breaking pitches, I'm only comfortable throwing really only one right now — 

sweeping sliders,” Ottavino said last August. “I need to rediscover that feel for two breaking pitches.” 

He called Driveline Baseball, talked to Daniels, and booked a week. 

“Adam is a very insightful guy, very creative, very thoughtful,” Daniels says, minimizing his own role in the process. “He 

had a concept of what he wanted the pitch to be, I'm not sure he needed us all that much. He took care of 90 percent of 

what he needed to do.” 

That idea? 

“This year I wanted to learn a hard slider and get that gyro spin,” said Ottavino of his offseason. “My slider is really a 

curveball, just a big sideways curveball, and it doesn't tunnel at all with my pitches. I wanted something that looks more 

like a fastball and has a shorter bite. I need something that will track a little longer, straight.” 

But Daniels also thought he should revisit his entire mix. 

“Why is he only throwing this sinker 20-25 percent of the time?” Daniels remembers thinking after watching video of 

Ottavino in preparation for their work together. “It needs to be his main heater. Just use the four-seam in special cases. 

Even at home, the sinker will still move 7, 8, 9 inches.” 

By switching to the two-seamer, Daniels thought the pitcher could tunnel better with his new cutter, and also create an 

approach that would be stable no matter if he was pitching in Coors or on the road. 

“The goal is to consistently know what he wants to do every time out,” Daniels said. 

 

Identifying the Solutions 

Let's take these in order of difficulty. 

Fixing the fact that Ottavino was drifting too far across his body was easy enough. 

https://www.drivelinebaseball.com/2017/04/basics-pitch-design-using-rapsodo/
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“I did a lot of strength and stability stuff for my landing leg,” the reliever told me this spring. “I taped the floor every day, so 

when I did my drills, I could check myself and get into a good habit with landing in the same place every time.” 

Between added leg work and the tape on the floor, Ottavino fixed his stride direction fairly quickly. To fix his focus, he had 

just as simple a solution, but it took a little longer to come to fruition. 

“This year, I had a target pad in the gym with numbers and colors, and every time I threw I would try to hit the number, hit 

the color, and me and my friends would do competitions,” he said during the spring. “At first I was pretty bad and then I 

got a little better. I also did the differential training with the Driveline balls. When you're constantly switching up the weight 

of the ball, you have to develop that feel. As a kid, you're throwing tennis balls, softballs, whatever. Once you have one 

weight for a really long time, you can lose that feel. ” 

But Ottavino was focused on growing, not just fixing. A year of rehab from Tommy John had made him spend a lot of time 

getting back to where he once was, so he wanted to spend this offseason getting better and expanding his arsenal. 

First, they had to identify the characteristics of the new pitch that they were looking for. 

“Designing a pitch is sort of like art,” said Daniels “When you conceptualize something, you have an idea of what it's going 

to be, and the way it turns out is different. In my mind, we wanted something that had zero vertical break and zero 

horizontal break, so almost a perfect gyroball. That would work well with his fastballs and allow him to tunnel that around 

his plate. That was the concept.” 

Gyro spin is spin that doesn't contribute to movement. By throwing the right kind of spin, Ottavino could throw a pitch that 

had nearly fastball velocity, but didn't fade to his arm side or cut to his glove side. That pitch would be easier to command 

and would fall into a new velocity and movement band that would keep the hitters off balance. 

If the “gyroball” sounds familiar to anyone, it was a famous pitch that Daisuke Matsuzaka was rumored to throw before he 

came to America from Japan. He didn't throw it much, but it sounded very similar to what we're talking about now: A pitch 

with a lot of spin, fastball-like velocity, but not much movement. That's exactly what Ottavino wants. 

“My normal breaking ball is low 80s, my fastball is low to mid 90s, so I wanted to take advantage of the fact that there's a 

whole speed area I'm not using,” Ottavino said this spring. 

So how did he go about throwing that new straighter, harder slider he wanted to throw? It turns out, it was all in the 

fingers. 

https://www.nytimes.com/2013/08/24/sports/baseball/when-matsuzaka-pitches-for-mets-beware-the-gyroball.html
http://www.npbtracker.com/2010/07/gyro-cutter/
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When Ottavino had tried to throw a cutter in the past, he'd thought of it as a four-seamer with the axis tilted. Here's a video 

of him telling me about it in 2015. 

Maybe you can hear it in the way he describes the pitch, but he was basically trying to make his slider more straight. That 

turned out to be wrong. 

“Instead of trying to make a slider straight, you're trying to make a fastball move,” Ottavino said of one of his first 

revelations. 

Then they went to the slow-mo video from the Edgertronic camera, and he had another revelation. 

“Once I understood the concept of the gyro spin and that's what I needed to create, rather than thinking of it  just like a 

four-seam tilted, that's when the technology comes into play,” said Ottavino this spring, “because you can see your spin 

efficiency and see what your fingers are doing on the ball, and make those adjustments.” 

Maybe you can see it in the slow-mo video above, but what stuck out for Ottavino was which fingers touched the ball last 

when he was throwing the good, gyro-spin cutter he wanted. 

“We found out on the Edgertronic [camera] that I'm very middle finger dominant on my big breaking ball, I get around the 

ball,” he said. “Once I saw that, I made it so that my pointer finger had the last contact on the ball, and I was staying more 

through instead of coming around, and that gave me a good mental cue for practice. Then I could go to New York and 

practice it and check the Rapsodo to see the spin efficiency to guide my practice.” 

Then he came to spring training with this pitch in mind. 

While the process may sound like something that's repeatable from pitcher to pitcher, most of this was a feeling-out 

process between the pitcher, his body, and his advisors. When Daniels called it an art, he meant that it not only requires 

appreciation, but also that it also isn't quite a science yet. 

We 'know' certain things — that changeups should either go slower than fastballs or have more movement, that curveballs 

work better if they are harder with more drop — but those things can often fall apart when you're working within a single 

player's arsenal. And then that pitcher's unique mechanics add another layer of doubt around anything we think we know. 

For example, the goal for Ottavino was to get as close to zero percent spin efficiency as possible, in order to give him a 

new pitch he could command in the face of rampant takes. That's the gyroball, and that's the information he was checking 

his Rapsodo tracker for over the offseason. 

https://edgertronic.com/
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“For him, we were trying get below 15 percent spin efficiency,” Daniels said of the Ottavino's time at Driveline. “His best 

ones were around 8-12 percent range. Now I'd guess it's a little higher, it's not behaving like a pure gyroball. That's okay.” 

The pitch is settling in at 87 mph, about four mph faster than his slider and six or seven mph slower than his fastball. The 

new cutter has half as much cut as his slider, and drops a quarter as much compared to his sinker. As with David Price's 

cutter and sinker, he now has a pitch that tunnels better with his sinker. 

And it also gives him something he can throw for strikes between his fastball and his slider. This year, after throwing a 

slider to A.J. Pollock, he threw a cutter; in the video, it looks like Pollock thinks it's a fastball, and in either case it's a pitch 

in the zone that Pollock has to defend, so he swings through it. 

“I'm happy I have a pitch in a different speed area,” said Ottavino when I checked in on his progress before a game 

against the Giants in April, “and I feel like I can throw it for a strike. We're going to know a lot more about it as time goes 

on. But it's a good start.” 

Ideally, it will all fit together to form a pitching mix led by his sinker, which includes the cutter for both called and swinging 

strikes, and then the big hook to freeze batters and create defensive swings. It all comes together in an arsenal featured 

in this video made by Daniels to sum it all up. Almost a hype video of sorts. 

And that's why this is an art — you try to think of a pitcher's arsenal as best you can, you try to give the pitcher the 

weapons he needs to succeed, and then you have to adjust when you see how their particular mechanics take to the 

advice you're trying to give. There are very few absolutes in this game, particularly when it comes to pitching. 

“Pitch design is the least known thing out of all the player development stuff,” said Daniels. “There's so much about the 

way balls move in space that we just don't know. It's not like we worked on anything complex and radical with Ottavino, it 

was just logical and simple. In no way do we have pitch design figured out. Just give him a pitch arsenal that makes more 

sense for what his strengths are.” 

  

https://t.co/PdOEyijdaK
https://t.co/PdOEyijdaK
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Well-Armed Rockies On a Road of Success 
 
Tracy Ringolsby / Inside the Seams | April 18, 2018 
 

The Rockies offense is in a funk. 

And the team is winning. 

Honest.Hard as it may seem to believe, the Rockies won five of seven games on the just-completed road trip, equaling 

the ninth best road trip in franchise history. 

Here's the kicker. The Rockies hit .181 in the seven games. And they have still won five times. Why? Because the team 

had a 2.21 ERA before giving up 10 runs in Wednesday's finale at Pittsburgh. In the five wins they allowed only seven 

runs -- total.  

Now there have been two key offensive efforts. Charlie Blackmon, hitting third in the absence of Noaln Arenado, had three 

home runs, a double and seven RBI. DJ LeMahieu, hitting leadoff with Blackmon moving down in the lineup, had three 

doubles and three home runs. He drove in five runs. 

Chad Bettis has been the anchor in the rotation. Not only did he win both of his starts, but he allowed one earned runs in 

14 1/3 innings. He worked 7 1/3 shutout innings in Tuesday's 2-0 victory at Pittsburgh, and gave up one run in seven 

innings of the road-trip opener in a 5-1 win at Washington on Thursday. 

The loss on Wednesday kept the Rockies from claiming the third best road trip in franchise history.  

A strong road trip, however, does not guarantee success at season's end. The Rockies did advance to the World Series 

for the only time in franchise history in 2007, when the Rockies had the only undefeated road trip in franchise history. But 

that also is the only season in which they enjoyed two of their eight best road trips -- 6-0 in September, and 5-1 in May.  

Chad Bettis got the trip started in Washington, and added a statement in Tuesday's game at Pittsburgh, earning his 

second victory on the trip with seven shutout innings. Wade Davis has converted all three of his save opportunities with 

three hitless innings. 

Charlie Blackmon returned to the lineup and found himself hitting third in light of the decision for Nolan Arenado to serve 

his five-game suspension in the final five games of the six-game road trip. And Blackmon has filled the void. 
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Cargo Hamstring Strain Creates Interesting Decisions for Rockies 
 
Tracy Ringolsby / Inside the Seams | April 18, 2018 
 

Carlos Gonzalez suffered what was described as a slight right hamstring strain in the Rockies 10-2 loss at Pittsburgh 

Wednesday afternoon. Manager Bud Black said taking Gonzalez out of the game was a precautionary move. 

"We’ll see how it sets up here over the next couple of days," said Black. "We are hoping it resolves itself quickly, but we’re 

not quite sure where this is headed. He’s sore. It doesn’t look to be a significant hamstring strain at this point, but it’s still 

concerning. We’ll see how he is in a couple of days.” 

The implications of what is decided in the next couple of days, however, could be serious, although the sketchy weather 

forecast could buy the Rockies time if they were to be postponed Friday. They could have a potential replacement for 

Gonzalez in town and make a decision at the last minute, and re-evaluate Gonzalez again when the weather cleared. 

There are two bridges to be crossed. 

One is financial. The other is deciding on the replacement. 

The contract Gonzalez signed after spring training began includes a $5 million base salary with $1 million incentives for 

being on the active rosters for 125, 150 and 175 days. With the regular-season schedule considered to cover 182 days, if 

he was disabled and stayed the minimum of 10 days he would lose the $1 million for being on the active roster for 175 

days. 

With agent Scott Boras vocal about his concerns over the lack of a strong market for free agents in the off-season, the 

idea of Gonzalez missing out on one of the incentives will become an issue, at least with him, if not Gonzalez. 

Then there is the roster situation. 

With the Cubs coming to Coors Field for three games this weekend, the Rockies already know they will be playing with a 

24-man roster. Nolan Arenado's five-game suspension for his part in an on-field melee with the Padres a week ago is over 

and he will return to the lineup on Friday. 

With his return, however, Gerardo Parra will start serving his four-game suspension for his part in the Padres incident.  
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So, if Gonzalez stays on the active roster in hopes he will be healthy enough to return to the lineup in a couple of days, 

the Rockies will be playing with a 23-man roster that would include three outfielders -- Ian Desmond, Charlie Blackmon, 

and Michael Tauchman. 

Desmond has started 18 of the Rockies 20 games, but 11 of those starts have been at first base. The other seven were 

split between left field (five) and center field (two). 

Blackmon started the final two games in Washington, D.C., last weekend and all three games in Pittsburgh, but he sat out 

five of the six games prior to that with back spams (April 8) and then four games with right quad tightness (April 10-13). 

The Rockies did fly home after the Wednesday afternoon game in Pittsburgh and are off Thursday so that does give 

Blackmon a chance to rest the achy body parts, but the concern does remain about his health. 

Tauchman has been used primarily off the bench. The rookie has appeared in 11 games, but has started only four, and is 

1-for-20 with a walk and nine strikeouts. 

So there is the question of if the Rockies can afford to be short an outfielder, in addition to Parra, or if they might need to 

bring up one of four candidates at Colorado Springs -- Noel Cuevas, David Dahl, Raimel Tapia or Jordan Patterson. 

Dahl hit .315 in 63 games with the Rockies after the All-Star Break in 2016, but his season was basically lost a year ago 

because of a stress reaction in his rib cage, that saw him never get to the big leagues and have his season officially 

ended on July 29 last year after appearing in only 19 minor-league games. 

He showed hope in the spring, but the Rockies wanted him to at least open the season at Albuquerque to test his health. 

He went 4-for-9 in the Isotopes first two games, but then developed an intestinal virus and 10 games. He is 1-for-8 in two 

games since rejoining Albuquerque. 

Cuevas is hitting .345 and provides a right-handed-hitting alternative. Tapia is in a funk, his average slipping to .235 

because of a 6-for-36 struggle. Patterson, originally a right-fielder who is getting more time at first base, is hitting .240 at 

Albuquerque. 
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Pirates avoid sweep, pound Rockies 10-2 
 
Associated Press / ESPN.com | April 18, 2018 
 

PITTSBURGH -- David Freese stressed the need of a culture change inside the Pittsburgh Pirates clubhouse during 

spring training, one that focused more on creating a greater sense of urgency and accountability when things go awry. 

Given a rare start with his club facing the prospect of getting swept by Colorado, Freese backed up his words with his bat. 

The veteran third baseman worked a two-out walk in the fourth to start a rally and added a two-run double as the Pirates 

had little trouble with the Rockies in a 10-2 win on Wednesday. 

Pirates manager gave regulars Corey Dickerson, Gregory Polanco and Colin Moran the day off. Their replacements -- 

Freese, left fielder Sean Rodriguez and second baseman Max Moroff -- drove in five of Pittsburgh's 10 runs as the Pirates 

improved to 8-0 in day games. 

"You have your everyday guys getting a little breather, you want to take pride in stepping up and make it seem like a 

seamless transition when your everyday guys get a break," Freese said. "Me, Sean and Max got in there and today was a 

day we kind of showed up and kept it going." 

Josh Bell drove in three runs and Adam Frazier had three of Pittsburgh's 13 hits as the NL Central leaders broke out after 

being limited to just two runs in their previous two games against the Rockies. 

"It breeds confidence on the bench," Bell said. "It breeds confidence with guys coming in in different situations." 

Chad Kuhl (2-1) surrendered Chris Iannetta's solo home run in the third but otherwise kept Colorado's struggling offense 

in check. He labored at times through the first five innings but finished with a flourish, retiring the Rockies in order in the 

sixth to cap his longest start of the season. 

"I looked up and saw I had 87 pitches (after five)," Kuhl said. "All I focused on was make these (final pitches) count." 

Kyle Freeland (0-3) cruised through the first three innings but ran into trouble in the fourth. Freese worked a two-out walk 

off and Rodriguez followed with a shot that just cleared the wall in left field for his second home run this season. Max 

Moroff added an RBI double two batters later to put the Pirates up 3-1. 

Freeland was pulled in favor of Scott Oberg after giving up singles to Frazier and Jordy Mercer starting the fifth. Oberg 

couldn't get out of the jam, surrendering an RBI single to Bell. Freese followed with a double to the gap in left-center. 

Freeland was charged with five runs, six hits and two walks in four-plus innings, needing 91 pitches to get 12 outs. 

http://www.espn.com/mlb/player/_/id/29694/david-freese
http://www.espn.com/mlb/team/_/name/pit/pittsburgh-pirates
http://www.espn.com/mlb/player/_/id/31684/corey-dickerson
http://www.espn.com/mlb/player/_/id/32950/gregory-polanco
http://www.espn.com/mlb/player/_/id/33200/colin-moran
http://www.espn.com/mlb/player/_/id/29105/sean-rodriguez
http://www.espn.com/mlb/player/_/id/34058/max-moroff
http://www.espn.com/mlb/player/_/id/32517/josh-bell
http://www.espn.com/mlb/player/_/id/33546/adam-frazier
http://www.espn.com/mlb/player/_/id/35021/chad-kuhl
http://www.espn.com/mlb/player/_/id/28561/chris-iannetta
http://www.espn.com/mlb/player/_/id/33839/kyle-freeland
http://www.espn.com/mlb/player/_/id/33256/scott-oberg
http://www.espn.com/mlb/player/_/id/30687/jordy-mercer
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"I wasn't getting ahead of hitters and I didn't have a good feel for my fastball, especially the sinker," Freeland said. "It just 

wasn't there." 

OFFENSIVE WOES 

Colorado went 5-2 on a swing through Washington and Pittsburgh, thanks in large part to its pitching. The offense has 

struggled while third baseman Nolan Arenado served a five-game suspension for his role in a brawl with San Diego earlier 

this month. Colorado entered last in the NL in batting (.215) and didn't improve against Kuhl and two relievers. 

The Rockies had just two extra base hits on Wednesday, or one more than newly acquired Pittsburgh reliever Enny 

Romero, who doubled in the eighth in his second big league at-bat. 

CARGO EXITS 

Rockies right fielder Carlos Gonzalez tweaked his right hamstring in the fourth while making a diving catch on a sinking 

liner by Pittsburgh's Starling Marte. Gerardo Parra replaced Gonzalez in the fifth. Manager Bud Black called the move 

precautionary. Gonzalez said it was the first time in years he's felt pain in his hamstring and isn't certain if he'll be 

available when the Rockies begin a three-game series against the Chicago Cubs on Friday. 

TRAINER'S ROOM 

Pirates: RHP Joe Musgrove is expected to throw 25-30 pitches during a bullpen session on Thursday as he works his way 

back from a strained right shoulder. If Musgrove gets through the session without any issues, he may throw another 

session over the weekend then do a simulated game before the team considers sending him out for rehab starts in the 

minors. 

UP NEXT 

Rockies: Jon Gray (1-3, 6.23 ERA) will start for Colorado on Friday against Chicago's Kyle Hendricks (0-1, 3.71). 

Pirates: Head to Philadelphia for a four-game series with the Phillies starting Thursday. Jameson Taillon (2-0, 0.89) 

faces Jake Arrieta (1-0, 3.38). 

 

http://www.espn.com/mlb/player/_/id/31261/nolan-arenado
http://www.espn.com/mlb/player/_/id/31942/enny-romero
http://www.espn.com/mlb/player/_/id/31942/enny-romero
http://www.espn.com/mlb/player/_/id/28658/carlos-gonzalez
http://www.espn.com/mlb/player/_/id/30830/starling-marte
http://www.espn.com/mlb/player/_/id/29807/gerardo-parra
http://www.espn.com/mlb/team/_/name/chc/chicago-cubs
http://www.espn.com/mlb/player/_/id/34848/joe-musgrove
http://www.espn.com/mlb/player/_/id/33203/jon-gray
http://www.espn.com/mlb/player/_/id/33173/kyle-hendricks
http://www.espn.com/mlb/player/_/id/31258/jameson-taillon
http://www.espn.com/mlb/player/_/id/30145/jake-arrieta

